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Abstract. Single crystals of Gd3 Ga3 Al2 O12 :Ce,B were grown and coupled to Si-based photosensors, i.e. avalanche
photodiode (APD) and silicon photomultipliers (SiPM), to develop a compact yet efficient thermal neutron detector.
The performance of a GGAG:Ce,B/CsI:Tl phoswich coupled to SiPM is also studied for the detection and the
discrimination of thermal neutrons in the presence of gamma background. The observed characteristic peaks around
35 and 78 keV corresponding to low-energy X-rays and conversion electrons resulting from the thermal neutron
capture are found to be well discriminated from the gamma background.
Keywords. Single crystal; GGAG:Ce; phoswich; pulse shape discrimination; thermal neutron detector.
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1. Introduction
Neutron detection is always a challenging task due
to the inevitable background γ -ray interference. 3 He
tubes are the widely used detectors for thermal neutron detection due to their insensitivity to γ -rays. The
dwindling supply and competitive demand for 3 He
gas in different fields of research, such as in medical
fields, as safeguards and in industries, resulted in the
shortage of 3 He and accelerated the development of
alternate thermal neutron detectors possessing high efficiency, high abundance, good discrimination, low cost
and compact geometry [1]. The comparison of performance between 3 He-based thermal neutron detectors
and solid-state thermal neutron detectors in terms of
their size, cost and efficiency is widely reported in [2–4].
The single-crystal detectors, employing elements with
high thermal neutron capture cross-section like 155 Gd
(66,000 b), 157 Gd (2,55,000 b), 10 B (3838 b), 113 Cd
(20,000 b) and 6 Li (970 b), are efficient alternatives for
thermal neutron detection [5,6]. The main advantages
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of using single crystals include high detection efficiency, radiation hardness and compactness [7–12]. In
Gd-based scintillators, high light output is essential for
discriminating the low-energy peaks arising from thermal neutron interaction from the electronic background
and γ -ray interference. The possibility of thermal neutron detection using gadolinium was noted many years
ago [13]. Gadolinium gallium aluminum garnet doped
with Ce (Gd3 Ga3 Al2 O12 :Ce) is a recently discovered
single-crystal scintillator that has attractive properties.
In addition, boron (B) co-doping has been observed to
improve the scintillation properties [14]. GGAG:Ce,B
has a high light output of about 55,000 photons/MeV, a
high density of 6.7 g cm−3 , fast decay time of 55 ns and
emission wavelength peaking at 550 nm. Along with the
8 MeV gamma continuum, low-energy X-rays and conversion electrons are generated from the thermal neutron
interaction with Gd isotopes [15]. The peaks due to these
low-energy X-rays and conversion electrons can be discriminated if the corresponding voltage pulses (pulse
heights) are well separated from the electronic noise.
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This can be achieved by employing single crystals having a high light output. In addition to high light output,
the selection of GGAG:Ce,B single-crystal scintillator
for thermal neutron detection will serve better results as
a thin slice of crystal offers 100% stopping efficiency
for thermal neutrons along with transmission to highenergy gamma backgrounds. Furthermore, it is easy to
handle this detector because GGAG:Ce,B single crystal
is non-hygroscopic.
It is challenging to identify neutron interaction from
the gamma interaction to tackle radiological and nuclear
threats [16]. To address this problem, we have tested
a compact phoswich. Phoswich design (a sandwich of
phosphors), a combination of two or more different
phosphor materials (scintillators) optically coupled to
a common optical sensor is used to discriminate different kinds of radiation in mixed radiation background
[17,18]. The GGAG:Ce,B single-crystal scintillator has
the same decay time profile for γ -rays and thermal neutrons [19]. Therefore, pulse shape discrimination (PSD)
is impossible with GGAG:Ce,B crystal alone. PSD is
used for discriminating different radiations based on
their scintillation decay times. The CsI:Tl single-crystal
scintillator exhibits maximum peak emission wavelength at 550 nm, which is similar to GGAG:Ce,B which
makes it an ideal choice to be part of GGAG:Ce,B-based
phoswich detector compatible with Si-photodiodes.
Therefore, CsI:Tl is optically coupled to GGAG:Ce,B
and another face of GGAG:Ce,B is optically coupled
to SiPM to investigate the possibility of thermal neutron discrimination from gamma background using the
PSD method. The use of these scintillators in various
fields such as gamma and X-ray spectroscopy, medical applications, high-energy physics, space research,
dosimetry, etc. can be found in [20–26]. Detailed applications of these detectors in single-crystal and phoswich
configurations can be found in [27–29].
Various photodetectors are used to detect the light
produced due to the energy deposition by the radiation in scintillators. Photomultipliers are widely used
photodetectors. The avalanche photodiode (APD) and
silicon photomultipliers (SiPM), also known as Geiger
mode avalanche photodiodes are also in use as they are
immune to external magnetic fields, have high quantum efficiency, are less expensive and are compact.
The lower operating voltage (20–70 V), fast response,
low cost and small dimensions make SiPM a preferable photosensor for compact detector. Recently, Tyagi
et al [19] have carried out thermal neutron detection
with GGAG:Ce single crystal coupled to PMT [19].
Replacing PMT with APD or SiPM as a photodetector will make GGAG:Ce,B-based detector a compact
scintillation neutron detector for handheld applications.
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In this paper, we report the performance characteristics of GGAG:Ce,B coupled to APD and SiPM for
different neutron fluxes and tested the compact CsI:Tl/
GGAG:Ce,B phoswich detector coupled to SiPM for the
discrimination of thermal neutrons from γ -rays.
2. Experimental details
GGAG single crystal doped with 0.2 at% Ce and codoped with 0.2 at% B, used in this experiment, was
grown using the Czochralski technique. Powders of
Gd2 O3 , Al2 O3 , Ga2 O3 , CeO2 and H3 BO3 were used as
starting materials. These materials were sintered in a
furnace at 1400◦ C in air ambient. The materials were
mixed and pressed into compact pellets and then loaded
in an iridium crucible. The crucible was placed in an
optimised growth station and the material was melted
using induction heating in a Czochralski crystal puller.
A seed crystal was used to pull single crystal slowly
with a growth rate of 1 mm/h. The crystal growth was
done under the continuous flow of Ar (90% N2 +10%
air) in the closed growth chamber. More details of crystal growth have been given in ref. [30]. A 5× 5× 2 mm3
crystal was cut from an ingot crystal, polished optically
and subsequently coupled to the APD and SiPM for thermal neutron detection. As a reflecting material, a teflon
tape was wrapped around all crystal surfaces except the
coupled one.
A commercially obtained CsI:Tl crystal of cylindrical shape and about 7 mm × 8 mm (dia. × height)
was also used in this measurement. CsI:Tl/GGAG:Ce,B
phoswich was optically coupled to SiPM and the measurements were carried out for thermal neutron and
gamma discrimination. The APD used is manufactured
by Hamamatsu (S8664-55). It has an effective photosensitive area of 5×5 mm2 and has a spectral response in the
range of 320 to 1000 nm, peaking around 500 nm. The
SiPM used is manufactured by SensL and is mounted on
a PCB board. The board has three female SMA connectors, one for connecting the bias voltage, the second one
for the standard output signal from the anode and the
fast output signal for timing applications can be taken
from the third one. The output signals can be attached
directly to a 50- terminated oscilloscope for observing
the raw pulses. The SiPM spectral range is 200–900 nm
with a wavelength peaking around 420 nm. It has a
total active area of 6 × 6 mm2 , a breakdown voltage
of 27.5 V and an overvoltage of 4 V. Thermal neutron detection and its discrimination from γ -rays were
studied using an Am–Be source shielded with graphite
and high density polyethylene (HDPE). A CAEN-based
desktop digitiser (DT5790) with a sampling rate of 250
MHz was used to study PSD by charge integration
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Figure 1. (a) GGAG:Ce,B coupled to APD, (b) GGAG:Ce,B coupled to SiPM and (c) block diagram of CsI:Tl/GGAG:Ce,B
phoswich mounted on SiPM.

Figure 2. (a) Pulse height spectra for various gamma sources and (b) calibration plot for GGAG:Ce,B coupled to APD.

technique. The CAEN digitiser provides a negative voltage to APD and a positive voltage to SiPM. For the
detector calibration, gamma pulse-height spectra were
measured with Cs-137, Eu-152, Am-241 and Co-57
sources.
Performance studies were carried out with a calibrated
thermalised Am–Be source having two different neutron
fluxes at two different positions, namely, 250 and 150
n/cm2 /s. The background spectrum was also taken with
a 2 mm borated rubber and a 1 mm cadmium sheet. The
detector was covered with a 2 mm lead sheet all the time,
to avoid low-energy gamma background falling on the
detector, especially 59 keV from Am-241 source. All
measurements were performed at room temperature.

3. Results and discussion
Figures 1a and 1b show the processed sample of
5 × 5 × 2 mm3 GGAG:Ce,B single crystal coupled
to APD and SiPM, respectively. Figure 1c shows the
schematic diagram of CsI:Tl/GGAG:Ce,B phoswich
mounted on SiPM. To separate electronic noise at
lower energies from the peaks generated by X-rays and
conversion electrons, the detector parameters such as
shaping time and trapezoidal gain, etc. were optimised
by focussing on the measurement of photopeak at 32
keV from a Cs-137 γ -ray source placed in front of
the detector. Detector calibration was performed using
Cs-137 (32 keV), Eu-152 (41 and 78 keV), Am-241
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Figure 4. Pulse height spectra from GGAG:Ce,B scintillator
coupled to SiPM for fluxes of 150 and 250 n/cm2 /s. Similar
energy peak features were observed at a higher flux of 104
n/cm2 /s.

Figure 3. (a) Pulse height spectra for various gamma sources
and (b) calibration plot for GGAG:Ce,B coupled to SiPM.

(59 keV) and Co-57 (122 keV) radioactive sources and
the results are shown in figures 2 and 3. A moderated
Am–Be source was used to irradiate the detector with
thermal neutrons and the measurements are shown in figure 4 when the crystal is coupled to SiPM. The spectra
were recorded for two different thermal neutron fluxes,
namely, 150 and 250 n/cm2 /s. The capture of thermal
neutrons by gadolinium isotopes causes its excitation to
higher energy states. The de-excitation from the higher
states results in a cascade of γ -rays. Most of these γ rays transit through a series of low-lying energy states to
cause internal conversion. Thus, irradiation of thermal
neutrons on Gd eventually produces characteristic Xrays, conversion electrons and high-energy gamma radiation [15]. The energy of X-rays and conversion electrons lies between 29 and 182 keV in about 87% events
[15,16]. The detector is wrapped with a 2 mm Pb sheet
all the time to avoid low-energy gamma background.

However, higher gamma energies do not deposit appreciable energy in such a thin dimension of GGAG:Ce,B
crystal. Hence, the thin GGAG:Ce,B crystal selection
offers complete absorption of thermal neutrons and negligible gamma sensitivity at higher energies. In contrast,
the lower energy background gets stopped by a Pb sheet
wrapped around the detector. Thus, detecting distinctive
peaks due to low-energy X-ray and conversion electrons
using GGAG:Ce,B scintillator should be good indicators of thermal neutron capture.
A similar spectrum with an identical relative ratio
of peak areas was obtained with the coupling of
GGAG:Ce,B crystal to APD. The spectrum has two
well-distinguished peaks at 34 and 77 keV corresponding to thermal neutron capture as reported in
Gd-based scintillators [31,32]. The higher light output
of GGAG:Ce,B scintillator enables the discrimination of
electronic noise dominated at lower channels from the
low-energy conversion electrons and X-rays peaks generated due to thermal neutron interaction with Gd atoms.
In the absence of any contribution from electronic noise,
the integration of a peak around 34 keV represents 13%
of thermal neutron absorption. In comparison, a peak of
around 77 keV gives 55% of the thermal neutron flux
[31,32]. The relative intensity of these two peaks was
similar to that observed with GGAG crystals coupled
on a conventional PMT [19]. The energy resolution for
77 keV peak was 27 ± 0.3% which is in good agreement with that reported in [33]. Figure 4 also contains
a gamma peak around 220 keV, which arises due to the
rotational band structure of both 156 Gd and 158 Gd in
which 4+ state de-excites to 2+ state and finally to
ground state. The resulting gamma peak around 220
keV is a combination of these transitions reported in
[33]. Figure 4 also shows the background spectrum
recorded by shielding the detector with Cd and borated
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Figure 5. Spectra from GGAG:Ce,B scintillator coupled to
APD at three different distances from the Am–Be thermal
neutron source.

rubber. This detector was also tested for a higher thermal
neutron flux of about 104 n/cm2 /s using D-T generator
with HDPE moderator assembly. In the recorded energy
spectrum, we have observed two well-distinguished
peaks at 34 and 77 keV, demonstrating the potential
use of the detector for high-count rate applications.
Based on these measurements, the authors believe that
a similar performance would be exhibited in the reactor
beamlines. In addition, the present measurements with
GGAG:Ce,B have confirmed that boron co-doping to
GGAG:Ce improves the light yield of crystal but has no
role in the neutron detection as described in ref. [14].
Figure 5 shows the thermal neutron spectra for the
GGAG:Ce,B crystal coupled to APD kept at three different distances (0 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm) to investigate the
linearity of the detector. The detection efficiencies were
also calculated for thermal neutron peaks. The detection
efficiency was calculated to be about 40% by integrating
the peak around 78 keV and around 70% by integrating
the spectrum from 25 to 182 keV. The efficiency may
be slightly overestimated due to a feeble response for
epithermal neutrons also. The efficiencies obtained with
such a compact configuration are in good agreement
with the efficiency obtained with GGAG:Ce,B coupled
to PMT and are much better than any gas detector having
a larger size [19].
For thermal neutron and gamma discrimination, a
thermalised Am–Be neutron source of activity 500 mCi
was used to irradiate the CsI:Tl/GGAG:Ce,B phoswich
coupled to SiPM. The phoswich detector was covered
with a 2 mm lead sheet during the whole measurement to block low-energy gamma background, especially 59 keV from Am-241 which can significantly
interfere low-energy peaks from thermal neutrons. Figure 6 represents the two-dimensional PSD response
of CsI:Tl/GGAG:Ce,B phoswich for thermal neutron
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Figure 6. 2D thermal neutron scintillation spectra obtained
from CsI:Tl/GGAG:Ce,B phoswich using the Am–Be neutron source.

irradiation. The X -axis represents the channel numbers
corresponding to the energy. At the same time, the PSD
ratio calculated from the charge integrated in the short
and long gates has been plotted on the Y -axis. The PSD
parameter is defined as
PSD = 1 −

QS
,
QL

(1)

where Q S and Q L represent the charge collected in the
short gate and long gate, respectively.
The band corresponding to the lower PSD value in
the Y -axis corresponds to the scintillation response of
GGAG:Ce,B having faster decay. On the other hand, a
higher PSD value in the Y -axis corresponds to the long
gate charge collection for irradiation in CsI:Tl crystal.
GGAG:Ce,B with 2 mm thickness completely absorbs
all the incident thermal neutrons due to the high thermal
neutron capture cross-section. The CsI:Tl/GGAG:Ce,B
phoswich detector is shielded with 2 mm Pb, 1 mm Cd
and 2 mm borated rubber sheet. This shielding results
in the reduced intensity of the events generating 77
keV band in GGAG:Ce,B as clearly shown in figure 7.
Hence, the band in GGAG:Ce,B around 77 keV in figure 6 represents, mainly, the events corresponding to
thermal neutron interaction. Figure 8 shows the pulse
height spectra in GGAG:Ce,B corresponding to figures 6 and 7. The pulse shape discrimination is greatly
affected by the charge collection in the short-gate and
long-gate settings of the digitiser. The optimised settings for the short gate are, 148 ns set according to the
fast decay component of GGAG:Ce,B crystal and long
gate at delayed component 2000 ns of CsI:Tl. Recently,
Huang et al [34] studied the NaI:Tl/LiI:Eu phoswich
coupled with SiPM array for fast neutrons, thermal neutrons and gamma discrimination. The non-hygroscopic
nature of CsI:Tl/GGAG:Ce,B compact phoswich unlike
NaI:Tl/LiI:Eu phoswich, offers the easiness in handling
the detector along with good PSD performance.
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The phoswich is found to discriminate thermal neutrons
and gammas, with good PSD performance, in a very
compact geometry along with the advantage of having non-hygroscopic nature. Therefore, it can be a good
solution for applications demanding less cost and space.
The performance testing of pixelated GGAG:Ce,B crystals mounted on a 8× 8 SiPM array has been planned in
the future for imaging and position-sensitive detection
measurements at reactor beamlines.
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